In his paper, On the separation of the plane by irreducible continua,*! W. A. Wilson obtains the following theorem. Let F be the union of two bounded continua Hi and H 2 having these properties: Hi and H 2 are irreducible about A+B; Hi-H 2 = A+B where A and B are continua and ^4 5 = 0; Hi and H 2 contain subcontinua Ci and C 2 respectively such that a = Ci>C 2 A>*0, 0 = Ci-C 2 J3^0, d and C 2 are irreducible between a and fi and F=Ci + C 2 . Then F cuts the plane and is the frontier of exactly two components of its complement.
In the present paper I will establish two theorems which together yield more information than Wilson's theorem. Society, vol. 27 (1925) , pp. 416-428. In the first line of the statement of Theorem 24 on page 427 of this paper, the word "bounded" should be inserted between the words "closed" and "point".
t If K and L are two closed and mutually exclusive point sets, the continuum H is said to be irreducible from K to L if it contains at least one point of K and at least one point of L but contains no proper subcontinuum that does so. See Anna M. Mullikin, Certain theorems relating to plane connected sets, Transactions of this Society, vol. 24 (1922) it may be shown that there exists an inversion of the plane, about some point of the complement of F, such that, using the notation indicated in the above proof of Theorem 1, no bounded complementary domain of any maximal connected subset of â+p contains any point of F. To each maximal connected subset X of â add all the bounded complementary domains of X and call each point set so obtained an element. Let G a denote the set of all such elements. Let Gp denote a set of elements determined in the same way from the maximal connected subsets of /ft. Let G denote the upper semicontinuous collection whose elements are the elements of Gay the elements of G&, and the points that belong to no element of G a or Gp. Let Hi denote the set of elements Ci-(â+p)+G a + G B and let H 2 denote the set C 2 -(â+jS) + G a + Gp. The set of elements G a + Gp is a totally disconnected set of elements and it consists of all elements common to the two closed, connected and bounded sets Hi and iJ 2 . Let Q denote a simple closed curve enclosing Hi+H 2 . There exists an arc AB such that (1) A belongs to Q, (2) B belongs to Ci-(a+/3) or to C 2 -(a+/3) and (3) B is the only element of AB that belongs to iJi+iJ 2 . Suppose B belongs to Ci -(â+p). Then C 2 -(â+0) lies in a bounded complementary domain of Q+AB+Hi.
Call this domain D. There exists* a simple closed curve J of elements of G such that (1) / contains at least one element of G a +G$ and encloses at least one element of C 2 -(a+0), (2) (J+G a +Gp) -(Ga+Ga) is a subset of D and it contains no element of C 2 -(&+/3). With the help of the fact that C 2 -(a+/3) is connected and that every element of G a + Gp is a limit element of C 2~( â+/3) it easily follows that / contains Ga + Gp and encloses the whole of C 2 -(â+p).
Furthermore, Ci -(â+P) is wholly without /. It is easy to see that the curve J contains two segments h and / 2 such that (1) for each i (i= 1, 2) U contains no element of G a or of Gp but the end elements of ti belong to G a and to Gp respectively and (2) h and t 2 belong to different complementary domains of H1+H2. The segments h and h are point sets in the ordinary sense* and they are connected subsets of the complement (in the ordinary sense) of 7 and each of the sets a and /3 contains at least one limit point of h and at least one limit point of / 2 . In the space of the ordinary points of the plane, for each i let Di denote the complementary domain of F that contains /». The continuum T is the boundary both of D x and of Z> 2 . For let N denote the boundary of Z>i. If N does not contain C 2 then N-C 2 contains no connected subset containing both a point of some element of G x and a point of some element of G 2 . Hence there exists an arc A \A 2 from a point A1 of h to a point A 2 of / 2 and lying, except for these points, wholly in the interior of / and having no point in common with N-C 2 . Since Ui -(â+0) lies wholly without / it has no point in common with A1A2. Thus A\A 2 has no point in common with N. But A\ and A2 belong to different complementary domains of N. Thus the supposition that N does not contain C 2 has led to a contradiction. In a similar way it may be shown that N contains Ci. Therefore F is the boundary of D\. By a similar argument it may be shown to be the boundary of D 2 . It follows that F is the boundary of at least two domains.
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS * This does not imply that they are necessarily subsets of arcs whose elements are all points in the ordinary sense. It is possible, for example, that h may be the set of all points of the graph of y = sin(l/#) that lie between the lines x = 0 and # = 1. This point set is not a subset of any arc whose elements are all points but it is a segment of an arc of which the only element which is not a point is the straight line interval from (0,1) to (0,-1).
